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Abstract  Lu Xun wrote 25 short stories collected in his Call to Arms and 
Wandering respectively. The majority of his stories use fully or partially internal 
focalization. There are only two pieces wrote in 1925 “A Public Example” and 

he amp hat Was ept Ali ht  that use e ternal focali ation. n his writin , he 
appears to draw on some stron  points in Western fiction and also to inherit some 
achievements from traditional hinese fiction. Althou h these two pieces are small 
in number, their si nificance is considerable. hese outstandin  e amples show a 
uni ue artistic style and they have an important in uence on the creation of later 

hinese fiction. 
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n the third book of lato s The Republic, Socrates points out a distinction between 
two ways of rendering speech: diegesis and mimesis. The characteristic feature 
of die esis is that the poet himself is the speaker and does not even attempt to 
su est to us that anyone but himself is speakin  . n mimesis, on the other 
hand, the poet tries to create the illusion that it is not he who speaks. n An lo
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American criticism this contrast of diegesis and mimesis is often reproduced as 
tellin  and showin  or summary and scene  immon enan .

ercy ubbock re ards showin  as a superior techni ue to tellin : he 
art of fiction does not be in until the novelist thinks of his story as a matter to 
be shown, to be so e hibited that it will tell itself  . ooth in The Rhetoric 
of Fiction criticizes this opinion. He argues that the line between showing and 
telling is always to some degree an arbitrary one: “though the author can to some 
e tent choose his dis uises, he can never choose to disappear  . ooth adds: 
“Whether an impersonal novelist hides behind a single narrator or observer, the 
multiple points of view of Ulysses or As I Lay Dying, or the objective surfaces of 
The Awkward Age or ompton urnett s Parents and Children, the author s voice 
is never really silenced  . The Rhetoric of Fiction is, to a great extent, a defense 
of “telling.” Today, most critics have no preference: “each has its advantages and 
disadvantages, and their relative success or failure depends on their functionality in 
the iven work  immon enan .

Although one cannot generally decide whether showing or telling is ultimately 
better, many post-Flaubert authors have illustrated a partiality towards showing. 
In China too, one can see signs of this literary trend in the development of the 
nation s literature. ellin  is more linked to traditional narratives, those with 
zero focalization, while “showing” is more associated with external focalization. 
Narrators with external focalization differ from narrators with zero focalization, 
who frequently engage in commentary. In zero focalization, a narrator says less 
than what characters know. ike outsiders unwillin  to show their face, such 
narrators only describe speeches and activities, never entering the consciousness 
of the characters and makin  no sub ective ud ments or psycholo ical analyses. 
In traditional narratives of zero focalization, the external agent can still see and 
know everythin  in every character s heart. n such narratives, the narrator
focalizer has no limitation. In narratives with external focalization, however, the 
narrator focali er s field of vision is limited, for he focali es and narrates only what 
appears to the characters. Such narratives can give the reader more opportunity 
to participate in creating the text. Since the textual space of external focalization 
leaves more of the story unspecified, readers et a reater role in fillin  the te t in. 
They can endow the narrative with their own individual meanings, in accordance 
with their differing experiences and expectations. As John Neubauer says: 

It is appropriate and legitimate to shift our attention away from those data of 
the text which were important to the author to those which we now discover 
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to be of interest. ...  here are, in fact, ood reasons for advocatin  as many 
perspectives and interpretations on a te t as possible .

Lu Xun wrote only two pieces that are externally focalized, but these outstanding 
examples show a unique artistic style. “A Public Example” has a simple, even 
incomplete plot. It describes merely a few moments of a scene: on a hot summer 
day in a street in the west city of the model re ion, many onlookers ather to 
look at a public e ample.  More than ten characters appear on the scene in an 
extremely brief space. These characters are both opposite and complementary to 
each other, and can be divided into two distinct groups. The first consists of “a 
man in a blue cotton own and white sleeveless erkin,  who is to be the public 
example and “a scrawny policeman with a sallow face in a yellow uniform.” 
LXQJ 2: 68-69; Wandering . hey are linked by a rope that is held by the 

policeman and tied around the arm of the man at the other end. The other group is 
composed of onlookers in a semi circle, who ather as soon as the policeman and 
the man appear on the scene. This is the focalized object of an external narrator-
focalizer, who only shows the scene that happens in front of him, providing no 
explanation or contextualization. Many things remain unclear. What has the man 
done wron  obody knows. here are some hinese characters written on the 
man s erkin, and his crime should be evident from this. owever, when aldy, 
standin  almost directly opposite the man, stoops to study the characters and finally 
reads out: “Weng, du, beng, ba, er...,” the words are meaningless. A rough fellow, 
who looks like a workman, asks aldy in a low, diffident voice: ey, what has 
he done wron ...  LXQJ 2: 69; Wandering , aldy ives no answer, simply 

lares at him till he lowers his eyes. o, ustered as if he himself had committed 
some crime, he slowly backs out and leaves. Why do the men, women, and children 
ather suddenly under the bla in  sun  obody knows. he readers are informed 

only that a semi circle of onlookers athered. After they were oined by an old 
bald-head, the little space left was promptly occupied by a bare-chested fat fellow 
with a red nose  LXQJ 2: 69; Wandering . When the rou h fellow leaves, his 
place is taken by a tall fellow with an umbrella. When a man with a stiff straw 
hat who seems to be a student withdraws, his place is taken by the oval face of a 
sweaty head caked with dust. What do the roped man and the policeman think  

obody knows. We are told only that the prisoner s new straw hat, its brim turned 
down, covered his eyes  LXQJ 2: 69; Wandering . Apparently he does not like 
to be looked upon. When at oy looks up he meets the prisoner s eyes. hey seem 
to be fi ed on his head. e hastily lowers his eyes to look at the white erkin. he 
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policeman s face is also e pressionless.
We do not even know the names of the characters, only nicknames or 

descriptions drawn from their physical features, dress, or actions. The prisoner, for 
e ample, is called White erkin.  Amon  the onlookers, there is aldy,  at 

oy,  a bare chested fat fellow with a red nose,  one lean fellow even apin  
like a dead perch,  an even rounder fat face, like that of a Maitreya uddha,  a 
tall fellow with an umbrella,” an “Amah holding a child,” “a feline face,” “Oval 

ace  and on fellow.  he onlookers want to lin er on. o look at the prisoner 
becomes their only interest, makin  them for et everythin  else. oth the prisoner 
and the onlookers have blank e pressions. he former shows neither panic nor 
fear, nor shame; the latter seem to feel neither sympathy and pity, nor anger and 
hatred. All the characters, without exception, are stupefied. Only when another 
interestin  matter happens do they break up in a hubbub. A rickshaw man falls, and 
the onlookers hi ledy pi ledy all make their way over, lookin  at the new matter 
until the rickshaw man rises to his feet, rubbin  his knees. At this point ive or 
si  people had athered round, rinnin , to watch  LXQJ 2: 72; Wandering . 
The reader is given no clues. Although the activities of all characters are clear, 
the absence of narrative directive forces readers to uess at the characters  inner 
thou hts and feelin s. What they really are we do not know. he te t implicitly 
makes an appeal to the readers  e perience to fill in the spaces left often.

The entire story, in fact, heightens the social atmosphere through the portrayal 
of the onlookers. he author does not lay stress here on the depiction of a sin le 
character. ather, one reali es the thin  that truly makes them a collective: there 
are all ea er onlookers and careless spectators. his feature does not shed li ht on 
their inner world, but readers can glimpse at their thoughts and feelings through the 
actions and surroundings.

elatin  u un s e periences to his work, we find that the idea of apathetic 
spectators was deep, perhaps even foundational, in his thoughts as a writer. When 
Lu Xun was studying in Japan, he often discussed with his friend Xu Shouchang 
what the reatest deficiencies in the hinese character were. heir answer was, lack 
of love and honesty  The Lu Xun I Knew . n u un s view, this often showed 
in the apathy of the masses, in the tendency to look on the misfortunes of people 
and become a mere cold passive spectator. When Lu Xun studied at the Sendai 
Medical olle e in apan, a slide shown in a lecture radically chan ed his outlook. 
It was “a news-reel slide of a number of Chinese, one of them bound and the rest 
standing around him. They were all sturdy fellows who appeared completely 
apathetic. Accordin  to the commentary, the bound man was a spy workin  for the 
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Russians, to be beheaded by the Japanese military as a warning, while the others 
had come to en oy the spectacle  LXQJ 1: 416; Works : , sli htly modified . 
This slide convinced Lu Xun that literature was more desperately needed by his 
people than medicine:

he people of a weak and backward country, however stron  and healthy they 
might be, could only serve to be made examples of or as witnesses of such 
futile spectacles; and it was not necessarily deplorable if many of them died 
of illness. The most important thing, therefore, was to change their spirit; and 
since at that time I felt that literature was the best means to this end, I decided 
to promote a literary movement. LXQJ 1: 417; Works : 

cenes of spectatorship appear fre uently in u un s stories. About one year 
before writing “A Public Example,” he said in his speech: “What Happens After 
Nora Leaves Home”:

The masses, especially in China, are always spectators at a drama. If the 
victim on the stage acts heroically, they are watching a tragedy; if he shivers 
and shakes they are watchin  a comedy. efore the mutton shops in ei in  a 
few people often ather to ape, with evident en oyment, at the skinnin  of the 
sheep. And this is all they get out of it if a man lays down his life. Moreover, 
after walkin  a few steps away from the scene they for et even this modicum 
of en oyment. LXQJ 1: 163; Works : 

Thus Lu Xun seriously criticized this passive spectatorship. The spectator, who 
adopts an indifferent attitude towards anything and everything, is not only negative, 
but also of ill will. The stupid and attentive gaping, “with evident enjoyment, at the 
skinnin  of the sheep  is indicative of this.

Although Lu Xun is angry about spectatorship, “A Public Example” is quite 
calm and ob ectively detached. he author s voice is hidden uite well behind 
the e ternal focali ation, and his reliable narrator spokesman does not make any 
direct comments or criticisms. t is e actly the author s silence and refrainin  
from intervention throu h the narrator, leavin  his characters to work out their 
own fates upon the sta es  ooth, Rhetoric , that allows the story to achieve 
its aesthetic luminosity. n hi h summer, the do s  ton ues are lollin  out, even 
the crows on the trees are pantin  for breath, but the onlookers do not mind at all 
to look at the public e ample. heir bodies e ude perspiration, but their hearts 
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are deadly still, their concentrated e pressions are ust like the men who ather 
to ape, with evident en oyment, at the skinnin  of the sheep.  eein  this scene, 
the reader cannot but be olted. his effect is like the one we find in emin way s 
fiction, which skillfully uses the techni ue of e ternal focali ation: he success 
of many so-called hard-boiled detective and adventure stories written under the 
influence of Hemingway depends largely on the fear we feel as soon as we see 
dan er as if throu h our own eyes  ooth, Rhetoric . he calm e position of 
the story, the in enious camou a e of the authorial voice, and the keynote of strict 
narrative sobriety, add up to ive u un s story its special power.

enette thinks that the strictly te tual mimetic factors come down to two sets 
of data: the uantity of narrative information how developed or detailed a narrative 
is  and the absence or minimal presence  of the narrator:

“Showing” can be only a way of telling, and this way consists of both saying 
about it as much as one can, and saying this “much” as little as possible en 
dire le plus possible, et ce plus, le dire le moins possible : speakin , lato 
says, as if the poet were someone else   in other words, makin  one for et 
that it is the narrator telling. Whence these two cardinal precepts of showing: 
the Jamesian dominance of scene detailed narrative  and the pseudo

laubertian transparency of the narrator. ...  mimesis bein  defined by a 
maximum of information and a minimum of the informer, diegesis by the 
opposite relationship. Discourse 

Although the reader cannot see the inner world of the characters, their appearance, 
action, and surrounding are shown in detail; the reader gets enough information 
to make independent inferences. aturally, the uantity of information is in 
inverse ratio to the speed of narrative: the slower the narrative speed is, the more 
information the reader must digest. The narrative speed in “A Public Example” is 

uite slow. he time between the prisoner s and the policeman s appearance and 
the crowd s dispersal is probably less than thirty minutes.

If “A Public Example” embodies more of scene, then “The Lamp That 
Was ept Ali ht  leans towards an embodiment of the pseudo laubertian 
transparency of the narrator.  n this kinds of narrative, the narrator is nearly 
invisible, ivin  rise to a sort of absolute imitation  enette, Discourse . 

emin way s he illers  and ills ike White lephants  are canonic forms of 
this type.

The external focalization that emphasizes the words of the character and 
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seldom allows the narrator to intervene was in uenced by behavioral psycholo y. 
In order to portray his characters, Lu Xun stresses character speech. He noticed that 

orky marvels at al ac s skill in handlin  dialo ue, for without any description 
of his characters  appearance he con ures them up before the reader by their 
conversation.” He thought that “novelists of this caliber have not yet appeared in 
China, though there are passages in Outlaws of the Marsh and A Dream of Red 
Mansions which enable readers to visuali e the characters from their talk  LXQJ 5: 
530; Works : . When a writer builds up a character throu h dialo ues, he has a 
mental picture of the man, which he passes onto his readers till they form a similar 
picture in their minds: “If you cut all extraneous matter and simply select what is 
distinctive in each one s conversation,  am sure others could uess their character 
from their talk  LXQJ 5: 530; Works : . What kinds of words are then suitable 
in an externally focalized narrative of words? McHale suggests a progressive 
scale, ran in  from the purely  die etic to the purely  mimetic:  ie etic 
summary   ess purely  die etic summary   ndirect content paraphrase or 
indirect discourse   ndirect discourse, mimetic to some de ree   ree indirect 
discourse   irect discourse  and  ree direct discourse .

he conspicuous feature of he amp hat Was ept Ali ht  is that the 
author paid special attention to the words of the characters. Although he uses 
several forms, direct discourse, which is a “quotation” of a monologue or a 
dialogue, is most conspicuous. It creates the illusion of “pure” mimesis, although 
it is always in some way or extent stylized. The heart of “The Lamp That Was 

ept Ali ht  is, as the title su ests, a lamp that the old folk  claim was lit by 
Emperor Wu of Liang,1 and it s been burnin  ever since  LXQJ 2: 56; Wandering 

. ot even the on  airs put it out. his is a lamp that brin s benefit to ucky 
Light Village. People believe that if it is put out, the end of the village will loom: 
the village will become a sea and all the people in the village will turn into eels. 
The “madman” of the village decides, however, to put it out and touches off public 
indi nation. he people of the villa e do everythin  to keep it lit.

he lamp has a symbolic avor. t is a metaphor of tradition. t is by no means 
easy to do away with traditions that have survived intact for millennia. Therefore, 
it is not surprising that people who challenge these traditions are regarded as 
dan erous madmen  by tradition s adherents. u un was a stron  opponent to 
most old traditions. Only three weeks before he wrote he amp hat Was ept 
Alight,” he said in “More Thought on the Collapse of Leifeng Pagoda”: “True, 
without destruction nothin  new can be built  he praised men like ousseau, 

tirner, iet sche, olstoy and bsen, who are, in randes  words, destroyers of 
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old tracks.  u un stated: Actually they not only destroy but bla e a trail and 
lead a char e, sweepin  aside all the old tracks, whether whole rails or fra ments  
LXQJ 1: 192; Works : . At the same time, he keenly felt that there are very 

few men like this in hina, and even when they appear they are likely to be spat at 
by everyone  LXQJ 1: 192; Works : .

The idea of this article is displayed artistically in the story. The “madman,” 
who opposes tradition appears infre uently. he bulk of the story portrays the 
people of the village and their deliberations how to control or get rid of the 
madman. he narrator focali er does not intervene or peek into the characters  
hearts, but shows their cruelty through their words and actions:

till no chan e  asked rian le ace, pickin  up his bowl of tea.
till no chan e, they say,  replied uare ead. e keeps repeatin , ut 

it out  put it out  is eyes are ashin  worse than ever. he devil  on t think 
it s a oke the fellow s a menace to our villa e. act is, we ou ht to find some 
way to et rid of him

et rid of him, by all means. e s nothin  but a dirty bastard. When the 
temple was built his ancestors paid their share, yet now he wants to blow out 
the temple li ht  s that unfilial or isn t it  et s send him to the county court 
as an unfilial son  uotin  ended with a flourish, smashin  his fist on the 
table. LXQJ 2: 56; Wandering 

he narration consists here almost entirely of character remarks, with ust a 
few introductions and additions by the narrator. It is very similar to some of 

emin way s short stories with e ternal focali ation, for instance he illers  
collected in Men Without Women , which was published in , ust two years 

after the he amp hat Was ept Ali ht.  n he iller,  the narrator puts 
in very few appearances and the events are almost entirely depicted through the 
characters  conversations, allowin  the narrative, as ubbock said, to be shown, 
to be so e hibited that it will tell itself.  et it includes some thin s not mentioned 
in the conversations. What has Andson done, for example? Why do the two fellows 
kill him  he dialo ues won t tell. We can ask similar uestions about u un s 
story. What kind of person is the madman  Why does he really want to put the 
lamp out? We can only guess.

n he iller,  the conversational uotes account for ei hty to ninety per 
cent of the text. In the absence of physical description or emotional insight, the 
reader can only uess. n he amp hat Was ept Ali ht,  conversation takes 
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up more than half of the te t. As for tone, the narrator of he iller  is more 
deeply buried and embedded in the text, more calm and collected. We can see this 
not only from the percentage of conversation in the totality of the text, but also 
through the descriptive words used. When introducing conversations, the narrator 
of he iller  does not endow the characters with emotional colorin , while the 
narrator of he amp hat Was ept Ali ht  says thin s like uotin  ended with 
a flourish, smashin  his fist on the table  uare ead spoke scornfully  asked 
Zhuang in surprise;” “her glare turned into a smile.” “Fourth Master sounded both 
stern and grieved, and his voice was tremblin  LXQJ 2: 56-64; Wandering 53-

, italics added . hese illustrative words yield more information, also about the 
informer.

A character s speech, whether in conversation or as a silent activity of the 
mind, can be indicative of a trait or traits both through its content and through its 
form  immon enan . Aimin  at keepin  the flame lit, people of various 
social circles gather and become a collective unit, forming a mass. As a collective, 
the people have common traits, but they also retain individual characteristics. 

or e ample, uotin , who fre uently says e treme thin s like et rid of him,  
and he d be better dead  is truculent  uare ead is pretentious  rian le ace 
is dull witted and stin y  Old uo, who is too old to speak, is thickheaded. he 
most noticeable one among them is the squire Fourth Master, whose words have a 
special style. n the villa e, ourth Master holds power over the madman s life and 
property. is words are spoken slowly, sometimes soundin  both stern and rieved. 

e has a murderous look but shows some solicitude for the man: very day 
ve been hopin  for his recovery  LXQJ 2: 64; Wandering . owever, he is 

ultimately no different from the undis uised advocates of the madman s e ecution  
he merely has more refined manners and puts prettier clothes on his meanness. e 
undoubtedly wants to lock up the madman, but he pretends not to think about it. 
Alle edly merely repeatin  the words of another, he says: here s nothin  for it 
but to lock him up as this entleman su ests, to keep him out of mischief, lest he 
dis race his father. his may be ust as well, we owe it to his father  LXQJ 2: 64; 
Wandering . he s uire e poses himself with his own words.

Although the madman seldom appears in the story, his words clearly show 
his determination to blow out the lamp. He vaguely longs for a better world, but 
his words are distinctly cra y: hat lamp has ot to be blown out. ou see, they 
should all be put out: lue ace with his three heads and si  arms, hree yes, 

on  at, alf ead, O  ead and wine usk.... Out with the lot of them  
When they re out we shall have no more locusts, no more pla ue  LXQJ 2: 60; 
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Wandering . e is not afraid of the threats and cannot be cheated by the 
others. When uotin  says that they will blow out the lamp for him, he can come 
back in a few days and see for himself, he answers: ot you   don t need any 
of you. ll do it myself. m oin  to blow it out now  e is undeceived by the 
others  attempts. When uare ead says to him that he has always shown himself 
an intelligent man, and urges him not to engage in folly, he replies that he will just 
be doing the best he can, and he is going to blow the lamp out. When somebody 
says to him that he cannot blow out the lamp and should o home, he answers m 
not oin  home. m oin  to blow it out.  hey tell him that he cannot push the 
door open, that he has no way of openin  it, his answer is: ll think of some other 
way then  he will set the place on fire LXQJ 2: 61; Wandering . At last the 
people deal with him collectively and lock him up in the west room. e still repeats 
that he ll set the place on fire. ike the symbolism of the lamp, the symbolism of 
the madman is uncomplicated. ince the story uses e ternal focali ation, we know 
nothin  about the characters  hearts, includin  the madman s very different inner 
world, but we et a chance to see throu h his words. oth the madman and the rest 
of the village show their individual traits in conversations.

Note

1. Liang ynasty , one of the dynasties in the orthern and outhern ynasties 

 in hina.
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